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INTRODUCTION 

The First Nations Adult Education School Council was established in 2012, and immediately, the first regional center was opened in Lac 

Simon Algonguin Nation.  In 2013, the joint centers of Kahnawake and Listuguj opened their doors on Kaniehke’ha and Mi’gmaq territories, 

respectively; Listuguj would become an independent regional center in the following year.  In 2015, a fourth regional center was opened in 

Sept-Iles/Uashat in Innu territory.  

 

Each center administration team has taken the time to hire and train personnel to deliver culturally relevant programming in these centers.  

However, there was an identified wish and need to bring all personnel together to create a sense of connection and a viable network. 

 

A decision was made by directors and managers to organize a School Council-wide pedagogical meeting, bringing together all available 

personnel from each of the centers, to meet, connect, learn and reflect upon the commonalities of their work, with the hope of creating links 

that could be maintained between the centers.  This first annual gathering took place on May 22-24, 2019 in Val d’Or, Québec, at the 

facilities of the Université de Québec en Abitibi-Témiscamingue located at 675 1re Avenue, Val-d'Or, QC J9P 1Y3. 

 

With a local team on the ground, the School Council representatives organized the logistics for a 2.5 day gathering.  The following is a 

report of the activities of the gathering and recommendations for future events based on the evaluation and experiences of attendees. 

Evaluation forms will remain on file for the next 12 months should anyone wish to consult them or verify the reported results. 

 

It is important to express gratitude to all participants who attended and provided us with important feedback.  However, none of this would 

be possible without acknowledging the individuals who worked hard to organize the event, and to respond to incidents as they occurred 

during the gathering.  A very loud “Thank You” to the organizing committee and the School Council for making this event possible. 

 

Niá:wen tá:non Sken:nèn.                E. Diane Labelle (FNSCAE – Regional Pedagogical Counsellor).  June 6, 2019 



SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES 

Upon arrival, participants were greeted by members of the School Council and presented with a welcome gift:  a grey backpack with the 

School Council’s logo, pen and sticky notes and a gift card to Tim Horton’s.  The gift was well received by the participants, and some chose 

to mention in their evaluation that this action made them feel as valued members of the network. 

Language is always an issue when designing regional meetings or conferences.  As such, simultaneous translation was provided 

throughout the three days for large group activities, and whisper translation was provided in small group activities. 

All activities were set to begin at 9:00am. However, on day one, representatives from 2 centers had yet to arrive.  It was discovered later 

that this was due to delays in being able to secure taxi rides to the location, due to a shortage of workers in the Abitibi-Témiscamingue 

region, affecting the number of taxi drivers working in the area. 

Activities began at 9:35am with an opening from local elders Ms. Jeannette & Mr. Pierre Papatie.  This was followed by welcoming words 

of the Chief of Lac Simon, Ms. Adrienne Jerome and the outgoing acting President of the School Council- – Ms. Susane King.  The 

participants were then greeted by the Director of the Lac Simon center – Mr. Martin Adam - which hosted the event, and  provided a brief 

overview of the activities of the next few days. (See Appendix A)  

The Regional Pedagogical Counsellor – Ms. Diane Labelle, assumed the role of MC throughout the gathering. The first planned workshop 

consisted of a presentation of the Client-Centered Approach, a model developed by Ms. Tammy Martin and Ms. Brenda Ross-Jerome of 

Gesgapegiaq.  This model is based on the Indigenous values of the 7 Grandfather Teachings and the Medicine Wheel.  It encourages 

workers to engage fully with their clients, and to get to know many aspects of their lives in order to better understand them, their abilities 

and their barriers. 

Lunch was provided by a caterer.  As Mr. Martin explained, this is a local high school initiative that aims at giving youth the opportunity to 

gain entrepreneurial skills while participating in a real business.  Profits generated from the catering contracts are re-invested in the 

initiative and used to offset costs for a yearly trip for students in the program. 
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Pamela Papatie 

Chief Lac-Simon 
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Director Lac-Simon 
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Acting President of the FNHRDCQ 

Simultaneous Translators 



The afternoon session was taken up by an Indigenous psychologist – Ms. Suzy Goodleaf – who was invited to present on historical and on-

going trauma in Indigenous territories, and their effects on the ability for people to learn.  The presentation included a large group activity of 

the impacts of colonization and governmental laws on the structure and fabric of Indigenous communities.  This was an emotional 

experience for many, but, as indicated in the evaluations, one that was appreciated by most participants. 

Day 2 also began late, due to transportation issues and one group needing to change hotels.  However, lost time was gained before break 

time.  Participants were regrouped according to their work area to get to know each other and discuss common issues or difficulties they 

face in their work.  This was then brought back and presented to the full gathering, opening up questions and discussions. 

In the afternoon, four 90-minute workshops were set up for the participants.  So as to assure that everyone had the opportunity to take 

advantage of the workshops, presenters were asked to host their workshops in two subsequently scheduled time periods, first in one 

language (French or English), and then in the other.  Participants had the choice of two of the following workshops: Exam Writing hosted 

by Ms. Carmen Caron of the MEES; Learning through Media Tools hosted by The Learning Bird Consultant – Ms. Joelle Chemali; Literacy 

and Acquisition of Competencies hosted by Ms. Isabelle Bertolotti of the Lester B. Pearson School Board; and Focus Group on 

Competencies of Adult Education Teachers in Indigenous Communities animated by Ms. Marie Theriault and Mr. Marcel Bissonnette of the 

University of Montréal. 

On day three, participants looked forward to meeting up in their small teams again, this time to prepare and present an action plan they 

wish to work on, as well as drafting a wish list of resources needed to carry these through.  These will be reflected in the recommendation 

portion of this report.  Ms. Rola Helou, Executive Director of the FNAESC gave parting words before participants were then asked to 

complete an online evaluation and the group photo was taken (see cover).  The elders offered prayers and thoughts to bring the gathering 

to a close, and some participants then boarded a school bus to take a short trip to the Lac Simon regional center, organized by Mr. Martin. 

In total, 56 staff members attended the event.  There were 3 representatives from funders, Ms. Charlène Caron (MEES (Ministère de 
l’éducation et des études supérieures) and Mr. Daniel Dickey (CIRNAC Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada). 
 

The chart below indicates their work affiliation. 



  

Participants 

Listiguj Gegapegiaq

Kahnawake Kanesatake

Sept-Iles- Uashat Lac Simon

Administrators/Managers School Council

N=56 



SUMMARY OF EVALUATIONS 
 

This gathering constitutes the first official meeting of all employees under the FNAESC.  An overall objective was to have participants 

develop a sense of their commonalities, despite their working in different nations. As such, it is crucial to gather information from the 

participants to identify the elements that were well received, and those that need improving, as well as to determine a wish list of tools and 

needed training in various areas.     

 

An online evaluation tool was created on Survey Monkey by Ms. Diane Labelle and Ms. Rola Helou, and participants were given the time 

to respond to the questions at the end of the third morning.  The following is a presentation of the feedback received. 

 

Results were provided by 41 participants:  20 responded to questions in French and 21 responded in English. (See Appendix B). These 

were then subdivided into two sections – overall appreciation of the conference and appreciation of the workshops and activities. 

A number of stars scale was used for participants to indicate their level of satisfaction, one star indicating a very low level of satisfaction, 

and five stars indicating a very high level of satisfaction.  The results were then compared using two different colors on a bar chart 

(burgundy for English responses, and blue for French responses).  These appear in the two tables below. (Note that for Question 10, 

participant responses were subdivided into specific Carousel workshops they participated in and these responses recorded as appreciation 

for those workshops). 

 



 

 

 

 

Discussion: 

There was a high degree of satisfaction with the location of the gathering, though responses provided in English by participants indicate a 

lower appreciation for the choice of Val d’Or as the meeting city.  This may be due to the lengthy travel needed by the English participants 
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as well as the fact that the majority of participants (30.35%) were living in the proximity of Val d’Or and did not require plane travel.  

However, both groups of participants were more than satisfied with the choice of the UQAT facilities for the conference. 

 

Similarly, a high degree of satisfaction was expressed by both groups in respect to having the opportunity to create links between centers 

and developing an inter-center network.  In addition, participants from both groups granted 4+ stars to the overall organization and length 

of the gathering. 

 

Overall satisfaction was high for the Carousel workshops (average 4.04).  French respondents indicated a greater appreciation for the 

workshops on Literacy (4.4) and Exam Writing given by the MEES (4.38); the least appreciated was the workshop given by Learning Bird.  

English respondents showed higher appreciation for the Focus Group and the Exam Writing by the MEES; the least appreciated was the 

workshop on Literacy (3.3). 

 

Less satisfaction was expressed by both groups in respect to accommodations (3.55) and food (snacks, coffee and lunches) that was 

provided (3.76).  In respect to accommodations, participants were housed in different hotels in Val d’Or and their appreciation of these 

hotels was overall satisfactory but varied:  Comfort Inn (4.5); Forestel (5) and Continental (2.5).  The location of this last hotel presented 

more of an issue, since it is situated in the center of the city, and more prone to the presence of itinerants and people with issues of 

consumption. Though the overall services provided were satisfactory, disturbances caused through the night time led to one group of 

participants to change hotels, and complaints that were effectively managed by Ms. Diane Gabriel of the FNAESC.   

In respect to the food, comments that were provided indicated that there was a desire to have more choice in the selection of food, as well 

as wanting cultural and/or hot food options for lunch time.  However, those who responded to the questionnaire also indicated that they 

appreciated that the school council provided the food and that they appreciated the opportunity to have dinner with colleagues. 

 



     

     

Additional Comments: 

Respondents clearly appreciated the opportunity to gather and work together, and there was no doubt at the closing that they strongly 

hope to have these gatherings as a yearly event.  They were also asked to provide additional comments about what they would have liked 

to see more of at a subsequent gathering, and these are summarized below. 

Language Group Comments 

French Language 
  More time for group work 

 
Teachers as speakers 

 
Attendance of students 

 
Form a culture committee 



Language Group Comments 

 
Less waiting time 

 
More work in a subgroups 

 
Have SOFAD representative  

 
Better choice of administration workshops 

 
More choices of carousel activities 

 
More specialists 

English Language 

Strategies for accommodations of learners 

More choice for workshops 

Center presentation of programs and projects 

Each center should prepare presentation on 

struggles/challenges 

More time to discuss 

Summaries too long 
 

 



FINANCIAL STATEMENT: 
 

Travel (includes hotels and meals) $58,378.00 

Honouraria $500.00 

Translation $8,770.00 

Materials $6,396.00 

Professional Fees $1,500.00 

Total $75,544.00 

 

  



RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The feedback received from participants clearly indicates an appreciation for the opportunity to connect, dialogue and work together.  

Providing that funding remains available, some form of an annual gathering should be added to the academic calendar each year.  This not 

only provides a means of fulfilling the need to exchange face to face, but also a desire to become more familiar with the 

communities/nations that comprise the centers joined through the FNAESC. 

 

Overall Recommendations: 

 

The discussion and open feedback session held on the final day of the conference in Val d’Or, recommendations were made to assure that 

the location and organization of future events be shared by the various centers.  Since this first conference was organized by a French 

speaking/teaching center, it was recommended by some that organization of the next gathering be done by an English speaking/teaching 

center.  However, strong support for the selection of Sept-Iles/Uashat as the next meeting location was also evident.  This is a discussion 

to be had with the new directors in Uashat and Kahnawake before a decision can be made.  Regardless, a selection of location in the near 

future will be required in order to assure adequate preparation and planning time. 

 

 

 

In respect to other recommendations for themes and subject areas to be explored in upcoming gatherings, the following were presented in 

the evaluations: 

 

Language Group Suggestions  

French 

Technology and resource 
sharing 
Mental health issues 

Creation of tools 

Motivation 



Language Group Suggestions  

Distribution of finances to 

RAECs 

Mutual help for workers 

Time management 

Technique 

Cultural component/native 

reality 

Interventions with learners 

Adaptive measures in 

evaluations 
 

English  

More time with fellow teachers 
Classroom management, center 

operations 

Land-based learning 

Special needs and art programs 

Curriculum development 

Culture and Science 

Mental health and hands-on learning 

Self-care 

Indigenizing the curriculum 

Motivation 
 

 

Despite slight differences in responses provided, it is noticeable that there is a commonality in the identification of areas requiring further 

training and information:  motivation, special needs, financial resources, self-care (time and classroom management), mental health, 

culture, curriculum and material development.  This not only provides valuable information for future gatherings, but also an outline of 

needs that can be addressed with local trainings and workshops. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ADDED RECOMMENDATIONS ON ORGANIZATION 

 

The following recommendations are made based on feedback as well as noted experiences during the gathering.  They are based on the 

topics approached in the survey evaluation, as well as discussions had during the 2.5 days in Val d’Or. 

 

Location: 

1. That a choice of location, time and theme for the next gathering be made before the end to the summer months, in order to assure the 

beginning of preparations with the new academic school year. 

2. That the FNAESC establish a budget for the next gathering, communicating to the Aboriginal Caucus and the Directors as to where the 

funds will be taken from to finance this venture. 

3. That the organizing committee be comprised of individuals from the host community, as well as members of the FNAESC. 

4. That the venue for the next gathering assures adequate room for large group activities and smaller breakout rooms. 

 

Food: 

1. That drinks (hot and cold) and snacks still be made available for all days of the gathering. 

2. That luncheon menus be provided months in advance in order to allow participants to choose between hot/cold items. 

3. That local cultural foods be provided for an organized evening meal; costs should be assumed by the FNAESC. 

4. That the venue be located close to restaurants, so that if participants wish to choose this option, they can do so, at their own expense, 

within the timeframe provided. 

5. That the FNAESC make reservations for a large group dinner at a local restaurant, open to anyone who wishes to participate; costs of this 

meal should be assumed by the participants.  

 

 

 

 

Accommodations: 

1. That efforts be made to lodge all travelling participants in the same hotel. 

2. That the hotel be close to the gathering venue, so as to avoid added costs or potential problems in transportation. 



3. That the hotel also provides a breakfast for participants. 

4. That accommodations and services be verified prior to the gathering to assure services, comfort and safety. 

5. That a system be set up to check in with those staying in the hotel, in order to address all issues as they arise. 

 

Duration: 

 

There was a comparable and expressed high satisfaction with the duration of the conference by both Anglophone and the Francophone 

respondents; 4.38 and 4.35 respectively.  Due to distance in travelling, many participants were away from home for 4 days, making this an 

acceptable amount of time; this should be maintained for the next gathering.   

  



SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

These recommendations are based on the work done by participants in their small group sessions and are related to the common 

difficulties or barriers they face and their expressed needs. 

Working 

Area 
Participants Identified difficulties Wish List 

English 

anouraeyan@f

nrae.com 

jgauthier@fnra

ec.com 

debra.madill@c

reaamik.ca 

daniellejerome

@hotmail.com 

sandralevesqu

e99@hotmail.c

om 

• ibertolot
ti@lbpearson.c
a 

 

• Getting to know all of the books, programs, etc.  

• Finding tools to evaluate to see if the students are ready for 
the exam (formative evaluations) 

• General knowledge questions do not prepare them for the 
exams, so the formative evaluations need to mirror the 
actual exam, and we are constantly building them 
.  

• ESL Library, $40 per year – good for pre secondary literacy, 
3101 (English and interviews), not good for sec 4 or 5  

• Exams are terrible, the students cannot relate to the content 
o i.e. murderer vs. suicide articles  
o Write a letter or sign petitions  

• ESL, it is all role-playing content; there is not enough 
material or assistance in how best to prepare. Students do 
not want to role play as well, perhaps ELA is not the best 
place for role playing  

• Making the students comfortable in the role-playing 
situation 

• Not having qualified support or the appropriate training  

• Student conflict in the classroom  

• Lack of parental support, especially for students with 
specific needs  

• Lack of reading and writing strategies 

• Creating materials, assessments, etc. 

• Various levels in the classroom  
o Newsela.com (you can change the text 

grade level for the articles) 

•  
o https://www.esllibrary.com/ 

 

Math/ 

Science 

Jessica – 

jlee@fnraec.co

m 

Woody – 

wpaulette@fnra

ec.com 

Deion – 

deion.condo21

@gmail.com 

• New curriculum is very difficult, especially the lab exam. 

• SOFAD books do not prepare students well for the exam. 

• We do not have the resources to prepare the students. 

• Small science groups make it difficult to teach courses with 
students 

 

• Hire someone to prepare labs exercises. 

• Have time to prepare the lab. 

• Something better than SOFAD 

Resources: 

• Phet.colorado.edu 

• DBE implementation 

• Desmos 

• Dudamath.com 

• https://scratch.mit.edu math games in 
French 

• Code.org – activities with RECED 
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Working 

Area 
Participants Identified difficulties Wish List 

Thomas – 

thomas_marsh

all@yahoo.com 

Steve - 

Steeve_forest

@hotmail.com 

Francis – 

francis.aubry@

creaamik.ca 

Denis – 

denis.dionne@

crea.itum.educ

ation 

 

• https://www.facebook.com/lesmathematique
sautrement/ (group of math teachers in 
French) 

• Workplace via Facebook or Google drive to 
share our material 

• https://quizizz.com/ 

• https://www.flippity.net/ 
 

 

French 

French First 

Language, 

French Second 

Language 

• Motivation and absences  

• Class management 

• Young or older clientele  

• Multi-level classes 

• Negative attitude toward language 

• Learning disabilities: Lack of support for teachers 

• Material not adapted for student level 

 

• Creation of culturally-relevant material 

• More resource staff present in class 
(counsellors) 

• Allocation of points for: participation, projects 
etc. (ministerial request) 

 

 

 

Psycho- 

social 
 

• Students who have not attended school for a while. Need 
for revision, the placement of students upon registration in 
their subject is higher than the reality.  

• Mixing levels/subjects in classes. 

• Psychosocial difficulty, hope for the future. Partnership 
with secondary schools, and with intervention plans so 
that information is conveyed.  

• Problems with the past of former students. Report cards 
not computerized and students unsure of their academic 
level.  

• Stress of exams for students. (Student does not show up 
for the exam) 

• High anxiety when they arrive for the exam as well as 
during the exam.  

• Substance abuse 

• Violence problem 

• Partnership with the private sector 

• Allowance adjustment with return to school 
which is obsolete 

• Available spaces in daycare for our 
students 

• For communities where French is a third 
language, have an alternative because the 
program is excessively difficult 

• Contract for students to help them. 

mailto:Steeve_forest@hotmail.com
mailto:Steeve_forest@hotmail.com
mailto:francis.aubry@creaamik.ca
mailto:francis.aubry@creaamik.ca
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Working 

Area 
Participants Identified difficulties Wish List 

• Housing issues   

• For a workshop, when a student arrives with a difficulty, 
the counsellor is unable to provide the necessary support 
since she is alone.  

• Daycare issues when the student has no place or 
babysitter. Problem with available places in daycare.  

• Mental health issues 

• Social assistance policy related to funding, which is lower.  

• Partnership/funding difficult in certain areas 

• Prejudices and difficulties in terms of reality for some 
partners in student training 

• Consistency of students in terms of attendance 

• Lifestyle and society  

• Self-confidence issues 

• No support system outside the house 

• Lack of strong foundation in the student's life 

• French as a second language: basic French, students 
who drop out of high school, difficult when they return to 
adults, criteria Quebec, New Brunswick 

• Individuals with social problems, disability, autism 
spectrum, fetal alcohol syndrome.  

• If there are barriers, students feel it 

• Documents often expired (health insurance card, Indian 
status card, birth certificate, etc.) 

• Lack of autonomy, need for support in the various steps 
listed above  

• Often the student attends school but does not know why 

• Difficulty building trust 
 

Culture/ 

Language 

Elders, 

language 

teachers, 

cultural 

teachers 

How to assure integration of Language, traditional 

teachings and concrete competencies. 

 

• TEACH ALL OUR RELATIONS – THE 

TREES 

• A theme to integrate the Two-Eyed seeing. 

 

• Ex. Basket making:  White ash.  You need to 

problem solve by selecting the right tree. 

• Learn about the beetle and the destruction 

of the trees. 

• How to strip the bark, pound it, and soak it.   

• Making a jig – measurement, geometry 



Working 

Area 
Participants Identified difficulties Wish List 

• Trees and medicines 

• Botany 

• Wisdom of the animals and their use of trees 

• Environmental issues, deforestation 

• Entrepreneurship? 

• Bring in the elders, and develop stronger 

inter-generational connections 

• Follow the process for each nation 

• Graphic arts and media recording of the 

process 

 

 

Administrati

on 

Diane Labelle 

(Region),  

Mia Fontaine 

(Uashat),  

Kateri 

McKenzie 

(Uashat),  

Tobi Diabo 

(Kahnawake),  

Denis Dionne 

(Uashat),  

Line Charest 

(Lac Simon), 

Lise (Lac 

Simon)  

 

 

• Lack of information from the GRICS. 

• Lack of training in English. 

• Transmissions and error returns. (New system)  

• GRICS is very limited        

• Difficulties managing reports.  E.g. Linux  

• Lack of youth. 

• Tosca-net will be removed, which will cause difficulties 

with our satellites. 

• Software is not used at maximum potential.   

• Screen is different for the centres.   

• We need an expert technician at the SC. It takes too long 

for an answer. We need training on the details, like forced 

transmissions.  

• Replacements when someone leaves or is sick.   

• For errors in transmissions, we do not know what they 

mean. 

 

• Trillium, CANO (youth) 

• Organize training for all the RAECs. 

• Training on Jade and Tosca-net. 

• Training on reports to manage.   

• Train several people per centre or 
organize a replacement process to ensure 
follow-up in case of absences or disability 

 

• Lumix ($ 1000) costs? All statistics will be 
available without having to manage 
everything by hand. 

 

• A more efficient and up-to-date system.   
 

• Develop a system that recognizes that 
internet access is not available in all 
communities. 

 

• Who and how many people should have 
access? 

 

• The teacher is responsible, but what about 
a substitute? 

 



Working 

Area 
Participants Identified difficulties Wish List 

 
• 24 hours for daily reports 

 

• A collection of information and tips to be 
shared. 

 

• Clarify who is responsible if there are 
attendance errors. 

 

• A document that explains why there is an 
error (deciphered with code information) 

 

 

 

  



PROPOSED ACTIONS FOR SCHOOL COUNCIL 

 

1. Find and make use of a platform to allow personnel to maintain connection with colleagues in other centers between the yearly meetings. 

(Google docs, workplace, Gotomeeting) 

2. Find or develop culturally-appropriate assessment tools and professionals to administer these assessments. 

3. Assure English teacher training on how to modify reading levels to meet the needs of a variety of reading levels in the classroom. 

4. Assure the creation of labs and lab kits for each Sec. IV and V science course. 

5. Create a means of assuring faster access to lab exams; reduce wait time for students. 

6. Discuss with Directors and Managers for inclusion of lab preparation time for science teachers. 

7. Search for other hardcopy materials in sciences to replace SOFAD materials. 

8. Develop culturally-appropriate learning tools for math and sciences. 

9. Encourage and assist in developing partnerships with local private sector. 

10. Encourage discussions with local funders to establish a fair percentage of acceptable absences, or for the reality of the ins and outs of 

students.  Remove some of the financial penalties. 

11. Encourage Directors and Managers to negotiate with local daycares to reserve a specific number of spots for children of AE students. 

12. Develop self-development courses that assist the students in addressing their issues; courses for credit could include looking at their own 

history of trauma, abuse, alcohol and drug use, parenting and attachment, etc. 

13. Look at hiring added human resources to work with students experiencing difficulties in the classroom. 

14. Look at hiring addition resource people for classrooms (classroom aides), and funding through local initiatives. 

15. Continue stronger lobbying at the MEES for first language recognition and adjustment of second language exams as third language 

exams. 

16. Develop cross-centre projects integrating traditional knowledge. 

17. Encourage exchange of students between centers. 

18. Organize easier delivery of required courses in math/science to answer the issue of small classes. 

19. Negotiate bilingual training sessions for all tech and administrative staff so that everyone is on the same page. 

20. Assist in collecting and organizing a reference tool to deal with issues that arise on Jade, Charlemagne and Arianne. 

21. Communicate with software technicians and agents to get concrete answers on replacement of Toscanet, needed trainings and legalities. 

22. Assure that there is a fall back person for each center to replace the main technician should this person become incapacitated. 



CONCLUSION: 
 

The overall objectives for this first gathering were to bring “…together all available personnel from each of the centers, to meet, connect, 

learn and reflect upon the commonalities of their work, with the hope of creating links that could be maintained between the centers.” 

In reviewing the activities of the conference and basing ourselves on the responses provided by participants throughout the meeting days 

and in the online survey, it is clear that our meeting allowed us to meet these initial goals.  However, it is important to keep in mind that we 

have only begun the process of responding to the needs, challenges and desires of those who work in the centers with our students. 

 

In particular, there is a present and urgent need to look at the issues of attendance and motivation and finding means of addressing these 

in a culturally appropriate way.  As many participants indicated, much of these difficulties indicate need to develop a greater conscience of 

factors affecting our clients, including issues related to historical trauma and struggles with self-esteem and life direction.  Those working 

directly with our clients are in need of support and guidance as they continue their efforts to assist our clients in engaging in personal life 

journeys. 

 

More apparent in the comments and discussions is the underlying frustration of trying to adapt to an educational system that remains 

ignorant of the realities of Indigenous communities.  The onus continues to remain on teachers, administrators, counsellors and students to 

adapt to a curriculum and way of learning that is often foreign to them.  This additional pressure strains all players beyond the already 

demanding task of working towards success.  There is need for added time, resources and finances to begin to offer equitable adult 

education within our communities. 

 

Participants have provided the FNAESC with more than enough information to devise an action plan for this upcoming year.  However, the 

FNAESC must also go beyond these concrete actions to assure strong and consistent lobbying to bring about needed changes on the part 

of decision makers, so that our peoples are able to benefit from a just educational system, one that truly reflects the focus on the learner 

over the needs of maintaining a system.  In the interim, there is much pressure to make sweeping changes in order to assure quality, 

culturally-appropriate and relevant courses to our learners, and translate these into competencies within the established curriculum.  

Funding for this work will require added budgets from our partners at the provincial and federal levels, similarly to what was provided for 

the work done in the Francophone and Anglophone sectors.  We cannot continue to exhaust our resources to carry out this work, since 

these need to be reserved for services to our clients.   



 

This report was written with the intent of sharing its contents will all of our staff and personnel.  It is important that this be followed with a 

written action plan and timeline, so that all who have generously provided their input, be assured that they have been heard, and that the 

FNAESC has every intention of quickly responding to expressed needs and concerns. 

 

Niá:wen, Mig’wich, Wela’lin, Tshinashkumitin 
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JOUR 1 : MERCREDI 22 MAI 2019 DAY 1: WEDNESDAY MAY 22, 2019 

HEURE TIME ACTIVITÉ SALLE ROOM ACTIVITY 

8H00 – 8H55 CAFÉ ET RÉSEAUTAGE GRANDE BIG COFFEE AND NETWORKING 

9H00 – 9H15 OUVERTURE AVEC AÎNÉ GRANDE BIG OPENING WITH AN ELDER 

9H15 – 9H45 MOTS D’OUVERTURE : 

➢ MARTIN ADAM, DIRECTEUR, CRÉA KITCI AMIK 

➢ SUSANE KING, PRÉSIDENTE, CSPNÉA 

GRANDE BIG WELCOMING WORDS: 

➢ MARTIN ADAM, DIRECTOR, KITCI AMIK RAEC 

➢ SUSANE KING, PRESIDENT, FNAESC 

10H00 – 12H00 UTILISER UNE APPROCHE CLIENT : 

➢ TAMMY MARTIN, GESGAPEGIAG 

➢ BRENDA ROSS-JEROME, GESGAPEGIAG 

GRANDE BIG USING A CLIENT-CENTERED APPROACH: 

➢ TAMMY MARTIN, GESGAPEGIAG 

➢ BRENDA ROSS-JEROME, GESGAPEGIAG 

12H00 – 12H55 DÎNER SUR PLACE GRANDE BIG LUNCH ON SITE 

13H00 – 16H00 LE TRAUMATISME ET SES EFFETS SUR L’APPRENANT 

➢ SUZANNE GOODLEAF, PSYCHOLOGUE 
GRANDE BIG TRAUMA AND ITS EFFECTS ON LEARNING 

➢ SUZANNE GOODLEAF, PSYCHOLOGIST 

16H00 FIN DE LA PREMIÈRE JOURNÉE   END OF DAY 1 



JOUR 2 : JEUDI 23 MAI 2019 DAY 2: THURSDAY MAY 23, 2019 

HEURE TIME ACTIVITÉ SALLE ROOM ACTIVITY 

8H00 – 8H55 RÉSEAUTAGE GRANDE BIG NETWORKING 

9H00 – 10H30 TRAVAIL EN PETITS GROUPES : 

➢ FRA/FRE; 

➢ MAT-SCI/MTH-SCI; 

➢ ANG/ENG; 

➢ LANGUES/CULTURE/AÎNÉS; 

➢ CONSEILLIERS/SARCA; 

➢ PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATIF. 
QUESTIONS À EXPLORER ENSEMBLE : 
1) QUELLES SONT LES DIFFICULTÉS AUXQUELLES VOUS FAITES 

FACE DANS VOTRE TRAVAIL QUOTIDIEN ? 

2) QU’EST-CE QUI POURRAIT VOUS AIDER ? 

  SMALL GROUP MEETINGS: 

➢ FRA/FRE; 

➢ MAT-SCI/MTH-SCI; 

➢ ANG/ENG; 

➢ LANGUES/CULTURE/AÎNÉS; 

➢ CONSEILLIERS/SARCA; 

➢ ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF. 
QUESTIONS TO EXPLORE TOGETHER: 
1) WHAT ARE THE COMMON PROBLEMS YOU FACE IN YOUR 

CENTERS? 

2) WHAT COULD BE USEFUL FOR YOU? 

  

  

  

  

  

  

10H30 – 10H45 PAUSE SANTÉ GRANDE BIG HEALTH BREAK 

10H45 – 11H30 PRÉSENTATION DU TRAVAIL ACCOMPLI PAR CHAQUE GROUPE GRANDE BIG PRESENTATION OF EACH GROUP’S WORK TO LARGE GROUP 

11H30 – 12H00 RENCONTRES INTRA-CENTRES : 

➢ QU’AVONS-NOUS À PARTAGER? 

  INTRA-CENTER MEETING: 

➢ WHAT DO WE HAVE TO SHARE? 

12H00 – 12H55 DÎNER SUR PLACE GRANDE BIG LUNCH ON SITE 

13H00 – 14H15 ACTIVITÉ CAROUSSELLE : CHOISISSEZ-EN UNE : 

A. CHARLÈNE CARON, MEES : DÉVELOPPEMENT D’EXAMENS 

POUR NOTRE CLIENTÈLE 

B. ISABELLE BERTOLOTTI, LBPSB : LITERACY IN ADULT EDUCATION 

C. SONYA FIOCCO, LBPSB : PROJETS EN INFORMATIQUE POUR 

NOS CRÉA 

D. LEARNING BIRD : L’INTÉGRATION DES OUTILS MÉDIATIQUE 

POUR L’APPRENTISSAGE HOLISTIQUE 

  CAROUSEL ACTIVITY: CHOOSE ONE: 

A. CHARLÈNE CARON, MEES: DÉVELOPPEMENT D’EXAMENS 

POUR NOTRE CLIENTÈLE 

B. ISABELLE BERTOLOTTI, LBPSB: LITERACY IN ADULT ED. 

C. SONYA FIOCCO, LBPSB: PROJETS EN INFORMATIQUE POUR 

NOS CRÉA 

D. LEARNING BIRD: L’INTÉGRATION DES OUTILS MÉDIATIQUE 

POUR L’APPRENTISSAGE HOLISTIQUE 

  

  

  

  

14H15 – 14H30 PAUSE SANTÉ GRANDE BIG HEALTH BREAK 

14H30 – 15H45 ACTIVITÉ CAROUSSELLE : CHOISISSEZ-EN UNE : 

E. CHARLÈNE CARON, MEES : DEVELOPPING EXAMS FOR OUR 

CLIENTELE 

F. ISABELLE BERTOLOTTI, LBPSB : ALPHABÉTISATION EN 

ÉDUCATION AUX ADULTES 

G. SONYA FIOCCO, LBPSB : COMPUTER PROJECTS FOR OUR 

RAECS 

H. LEARNING BIRD : INTEGRATION OF MEDIA FOR HOLISTIC 

LEARNING 

  CAROUSEL ACTIVITY: CHOOSE ONE: 

E. CHARLÈNE CARON, MEES: DEVELOPPING EXAMS FOR OUR 

CLIENTELE 

F. ISABELLE BERTOLOTTI, LBPSB ALPHABÉTISATION EN 

ÉDUCATION AUX ADULTES 

G. SONYA FIOCCO, LBPSB: COMPUTER PROJECTS FOR OUR RAECS 

H. LEARNING BIRD: INTEGRATION OF MEDIA FOR HOLISTIC 

LEARNING 

  

  

  

  

15H45 – 16H00 RENCONTRES INTRA-CENTRES   INTRA-CENTER MEETING 

16H00 FIN DE LA DEUXIÈME JOURNÉE   END OF DAY 2 



 

Le p re mier colloque annuel du CSPNEA aura lieu à Val d'Or du 22 au 24 

mai 2019. Il y aura des confér encie rs et des act ivit és en pet its groupes 

pour nous perme tt re de prendre pa rt et d' appr e dre ensemble. 

 
Mais la partie la plus im p ort ant e de cette rencont re est de se ré unir, 

venir à se conn ait r e et de développer des liens de tra vail! p l   s ét roi t s. 

Quell e me illeure façon de fai re cela que de nous engager  dans des 

acti vités de liaison s amusant es. 

 
Pour cet te raison, Je lance le Défi dies Centres. Cette année, nous 

demand ero ns à cha que cen tre de part ici per à la conférence en 

prévi1si on d'un concou rs de li psync. Vous p ouvez p r éparer  1 ou 

plusi eurs act es. L'id ée est de choisir une cha nson ou des chansons qU1i 1 

selon vous, représe nt ent vot re cen tr e. Les mots p euvent être modifi és 

ou réécrits. l 'originali é et ll a créat iv1it  é so n t  fo rt emen t encouragées. 

 

Chaque p résent a  ion devra it durer de 3 à 5 mi t es. Les cand idats 

seront jugés pa r un jury sél ectionné, sur le ménite de costum es,  la 

choré graphie et la cohé si o n de l' équipe. L' équipe gagnante rapportera 

un prix de 1000$ pour ramener à leur cent re afiin de partager avec li e 

person nel et les ét udiant s. 

 
Afin de vous assurer que no s avons l a musique sous la main avant la 

soir ée du 23 mai, veuil llez nous envoy er le ti t re de votre / vos actes et 

la m usi que nécessai re avant le jeudi 16 mai 2019. 

 
M erci. 

The first aninual F SCAE conf er enc e will take p lace in Val 

d'Or fro m May 22-24, 2019. There willl be speakers and 

breakout activities or us to take part in and leam from . 

 
But t he most import an t part of the conference  is to  get 

toget he r, get to know eac oth er an d develop stro ng er 

worlking bonds..  What bet te1r  way to do this t han to  engage 

in fu bonding activi ties? 

 
Fort is reason , we are lau nching the Center Challenge. 

T is year, e will ask that each center corne to the 

con erence prepar, e d for a lip sync competition.  You can 

enter 1 or sever al acts. The id ea is to choose a song or 

songs, tlhat you feel represent your ce ter. Words can be 

modi ied or rewri tt en.  Origina l it y an d creativit y are 

stro ngly enco raged . 

 
Ea ch present  at i1on shou ld last 3-5 minutes.  Cont estan ts 

wil l be judged by a select ed panel, on cost umes,. 

chor eog raphy, and colhesiveness. The b est t eam wi ll lbe 

awarded a p ri ze of $1000 to be brought back and shared 

with t heir cen ter staff and students. 

 
ln order to assure t hat we have the mu sic  on ha   d be ore  

t he evening of May 23, pl ease send us t e t it le of your 

act(s) and t h e eeded musi c by Tlhu rsda y, May 16th, 2019. 

 
Thank you. 

 

AM U, SQNS- NIOUS! LET'S HAVE SOME IFUNI ! 



 

 

 
 

 

 

JOUR 3 : VENDREDI 24 MAI 2019 DAY 3: FRIDAY MAY 24, 2019 

HEURE TIME ACTIVITÉ SALLE ROOM ACTIVITY 

8H00 – 8H55 RÉSEAUTAGE GRANDE BIG NETWORKING 

9H00 – 10H15 TRAVAIL DE GROUPES : 

EN TENANT COMPTE DES DIFFICULTÉS IDENTIFIÉES 

HIER, FAITES UNE SÉLECTION DE 2 PROBLÉMATIQUES 

COMMUNES. 

➢ ÉTABLISSEZ UN PLAN D’ACTIONS POUR CETTE 
ANNÉE SCOLAIRE, Y INCLUS : 

➢ VOS OBJECTIFS CONCRETS; 

➢ LES MÉTHODES VOUS SOUHAITEZ UTILISER; VOS 
BESOINS; 

➢ COMMENT VOUS ALLEZ ÉVALUER VOS EFFORTS; 

➢ IDENTIFIER COMMENT VOUS ALLEZ VOUS 
APPUYER. 

  SMALL GROUP WORK: 

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE PROBLEMS YOU IDENTIFIED 

YESTERDAY, SELECT 2. 

➢ DEVISE A PLAN OF ACTION FOR THIS UPCOMING 
YEAR, INCLUDING: 

➢ YOUR CONCRETE OBJECTIVES; 

➢ METHODS OR MEANS BY WHICH YOU WILL ADDRESS 

THESE; 

➢ WHAT DO YOU NEED IN ORDER TO ATTAIN YOUR 

GOALS; 

➢ HOW DO YOU PLAN TO EVALUATE YOUR EFFORTS; 

➢ IDENTIFY WAYS IN WHICH YOU PLAN TO SUPPORT 

EACH OTHER. 

10H15 – 10H30 PAUSE SANTÉ GRANDE BIG HEALTH BREAK 

10H30 – 11H15 PRÉSENTATIONS EN GRAND GROUPE GRANDE BIG PRESENTATIONS TO LARGE GROUP 

11H15 – 11H30 RENCONTRES INTRA-CENTRES : 

➢ ÉVALUATION GLOBALE ET SUGGESTIONS POUR 
L’ANNÉE PROCHAINE. 

  INTRA-CENTER MEETING: 

➢ GLOBAL EVALUATION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR NEXT 

YEAR 

11H30 – 11H40 CHOIX DE L’HÔTE ET THÈME DU COLLOQUE 2020 

MOTS DE LA FIN 

GRANDE BIG CHOICE OF HOST AND THEME FOR THE 2020 

CONFERENCE 

CLOSING REMARKS 

11H40 – 11H55 CLÔTURE AVEC L’AÎNÉ GRANDE BIG CLOSING WITH ELDER 

12H00 FIN DE LA TROISIÈME JOURNÉE   END OF DAY 3 
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APPENDIX B: 

Presentation on Trauma: 

http://www.conseilscolaire-schoolcouncil.com/staff--personnel.html 

 

http://www.conseilscolaire-schoolcouncil.com/staff--personnel.html

